
This is the photograph that David Douglas Duncan was hoping to
obtain — an FG-1D unleashing its rockets towards an enemy
target. The turbulence from the rocket firing
nearly flipped the Lightning 
on its back.
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On 7 June 2018, noted American combat photog-
rapher David Douglas Duncan passed away at the
age of 102. In one brief episode in a truly amaz-
ing career, the 29-year-old United States Marine

FAMED COMBAT PHOTOGRAPHER
DAVID DOUGLAS DUNCAN WAS
DETERMINED TO GET A PARTICULAR

PHOTO OF USMC CORSAIRS IN ACTION.
OBTAINING THE IMAGE WOULD NOT BE EASY
AND WOULD ALSO REQUIRE A GOOD DEAL OF

YANKEE INGENUITY
MOST
HAZARDOUS

MISSION
BY CORY GRAFF

shoot the pictures as if through the eyes of the infantryman,
the Marine, or the pilot,” Duncan related to an interviewer
years later. But intimately documenting the dirty and danger-
ous work of Vought Corsair attack pilots in the spring of
1945 presented some seemingly insurmountable challenges.
Hitching a ride in one of the fighters was out of the question
— the Corsairs were truly single seat machines, with room
for weapons, fuel, a single aviator, and very little else.

On 7 June 1945, Duncan experimented with riding
along on a strike mission in the back of a Grumman TBF-3
Avenger torpedo-bomber assigned to VMTB-232. It was

Corps First Lieutenant took the strangest ride of his life,
strapped into an experimental pod hung under the wing of
USAAF fighter flying into combat over Okinawa.

“My objective always, is to stay as close as possible and

With the Marines on Okinawa, Duncan had plenty of
opportunities to fly. He was interested in obtaining images of
aircraft performing their assigned tasks and the Marines were

using their Avengers to drop 500-pound bombs on the enemy. In
another Avenger, Duncan got his 35mm camera ready

(remember, no motor drives back then) and the pilot radioed
when he was ready release — allowing Duncan one shot since the
bombs dropped like proverbial rocks. It was not easy — he had to

capture the drop and keep the Avenger centered since the
bomber had a tendency to pitch up upon release.


